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LOCAL AOmOHTTTTiiS ABD TRAIOTG

:l. One of the ejects of ihis seminar is "ta seek new sources of

rscurrent and capital revenue to finance^ essential ssrvibes and' show '

,hDW local government-finance can aS81st in economic and social' develop-'
ment V. This paper deals with local 'authority' trading undertakings - that

« to say, services which are, or can be, self-financing. It will endeavour
to outlxne the theoryof trading underlings,' their types, benefits and
drawbacks, and to-deal,in detail with some of their'financial aspects -
all ,ln the content, of development. ^ paper is intentionally cast in "'
general terms, to give the fullest background information, which the '

delegates with their wider experience of :their own countries■ oircu**tancea
can apPly; or adapt to.those circus tanoe,,, tosee whether it contains any

suggestions which will assist in.their development plans. :

Off: a

2. A trading undertaking may be defined as:-

■ - A service provided, usually under statutory powers, by a local

authority, or publicbody, financed substantially by charges tc persons

usxng the service, rather than by taxation of thevgeneral-public. Such

undertakings are usually expected to be entirely self-supporting, but

some.may need a partial subsidy from taxation, where, for example:-,

■■■ (a).- public policy Anders this desirable, to assist sections
■ v,»f ,the- community rt.ioh could not afford to: use a simiiar service

:. Provided by private enterpriSe (e.g., housing of the working
"! ■. classes); , . ■-.■ ...... -■ ■ " ■ ' " ■ ■■.'

or-;, fb)- the service' is necessary, but cannot be. made self-euPPort-
- mg (e.g. cemeteries or markfets in many areas). . ' ;

3.. ..Services which, are partly-subsidised are sometimes described as -
. semi-trading undertakings". . ■ ; - ....

4. In praptice, the classification shade-B imperceptibly from trading
undertaking to semi^trading services, and theace by degrees'to'almost
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free public servicess and it is difficult to draw demarcation lines, ...

What is a profitable undertaking in one place is a heavily-subsidised""

service in another, by choice or necessity. -,. ■

5. Trading services are oftetf entrusted to "ad hob" independent bodies

such as a national electricity board,,but this paper will deal' mainly with

undertakings operated; by a "general purpose" local authority (though many

considerations are equally, applicable to both types of undertaking).. It

will be clear that a service provided by an "ad hoc" authority must be,

self-supporting as a- rules since, unlike the general purpose authority,V

it probably has no taxation resources of its own from which to subsidies

deficits on the tra.ding undertaking.;- the only source of a subsidy would

normally be tjae central government*: ;

are also what are called "internal trading undertakings,"

such as a printing works operated by a local authority solely for serving

the internal requirements of its own departments, but these .are,irrelevant

to this paper and need not be further discussed, ■

TYPES OF TRADING UHDERTAKIFG ', ..... . . ■

7. ^ Trading, undertakings may be divided into two broad classes:- '

. .. (a), -essential- services " " "" , .;..-,, ■

and ;(B)■ commercial enterprises with a, "risk" element, ■■ ■

Such undertakings may be. operated under monopoly powers, these

being understandably more,common in the first category. It is recorded

thatj in the early days .of-London,1 s,water supply, when there was no

monopoly, competing water companies ran pipes wherever they could find a

customer, with the result that a dozen different water mains might run

under-one street. The consequent duplication and waste of reso^rcea can

be imagined.

8. Here,again,, the classifications 'of "essential" and "commercial." ..

are not distinct, and tend to shade into one another. Some of the

undertakings which could.be, or which have been, provided by iooal

authorities, in.various countries and at.various timesj are listed belowt
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Airports .'■;'.'..-.

Allotment & smallholdings

Backing services

Baths and laundries

Bus and tramway services

. By-products factories

Caravan sites

Carparks & parking meters

Cemeteries & crematoria

Domestic heating service

Blectriciiy supply

■ Factory estates

Perries

Garden services

Gas. supply

Golf courses

Harbours, docks and piers

Hire of hearses

Housing

House purchase loans .■

Libraries and museums
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Liquor production and marketing

Marke ts ■ ■ .. ■•.-t ., .

ITursery & forestry-aptiviti.es-.

Pawnbroking

Public telephone service

Racecourses . ■ . . .

Rechargeable works : .-■ •

Relay service (radio,, etc.).. . ,

Restaurants

Shops and offices

Slaughterhouses

Small animal clinics

Sports stadiums

Theatres and entertainments

Toll bridges . •: ..

Tourist attractions; .--.-■

Vacuum tanker service

Watchman service

Water supply " ' ■ :' ;

Zoological gardens and aquaria

9, The wide scope and variety of these services may be of interest even

though many of them can have no relevance to our purposes., either because

they-are not appropriate to Africa, or because they are invariably already

nationalised in developing countries, or because the modern trend "is to

regard them as services for the benefit of alls regardless of ability to

pay (e.g. libraries,).,,

10, This leads-us to distinguish some of the essential characteristics

of a trading undertaking. It will invariably beg- ' : :

(i) Either ........ - .

A service which it is fitting should be paid'for'by those using

it,'hot by the general publici it must therefore be an optional service

(such as restaurantsj banks, entertainments) or a restricted service ;

(such as. housing) | . . -..-...- -. < •.• ";
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■: and, consequently

A service for which the benefits will "be worth the charges imposed

(otherwise nobody.will use it)j:' ' ■ -

■ ,-■■ ■'. ■ ■ (ii) or ■ /; . ■ .-. ■ ■ . .

an essential service which for one reason' or another should be

charged for on a user basis, even'though substantially the whole population

benefits,-directly or indirectly^ such' reasons include:- '■ ■

(a) the area of supply not being identical with the authority's

area 5

(b) the service being used by "outsiders1'^

(c) its being used for private profits

(d) where free supply would lead to abuse and. waste.

Services illustrating one or more of these considerations include

public transport, water, electricity, slaughterhouses and markets.

11. It has been said that.the fundamental differences between a trading

undertaking and a private commercial enterprise ares-

" (a) 'the former usually aims to provide'a service, rather than

to earn a profit?

(b) the former..may. have, monopoly powersj . . ■ , .

(c) there is no private capital ventured in a trading-undertaking, ■

and. there may therefore be restrictions on the use of public funds .... :

at risk, . ........ : - - . ■■ ■

12. Statutory■controls may however impose substantially similar conditions,

or confer monopoly privileges, on a private oommercial enterprise inessential

services are_ affected (as in the case, of the early.-.water^ railway-, and canal';

companies in the United Kingdom). , .. . - , ■. ■- ...- . .. ■ ..

ORIGINS OF TRACING. UNDERTAKINGS • ■ -": "

13. Local authorities have, during their history., .sought, taken or been

offered powers to operate trading-undertakings ..for various reasonss- . ,. ,.-

(a) because it is wished to bring a service under public control ■

in the interests of public health and amenity^
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(b) because monopoly powers necessary for an essential service

are 'being abused "by private enterprise?

(c) because public opinion insists on having a say in the

management^

(d) because it is desired to transfer profits to public use$

... (e). , because heavy capital expenditure is called for,'with no

guarantee that,: subsequent income will cover this outlay;'

(f) because private enterprise has vaoated the field (e.g.
cemeteries)|

■'■'(g) because the local authority can run. the service more

efficiently.

14. Sometimes these aims can be secured by other methods, such as

statutory control of private enterprise, by licensing or otherwise, J.J.

Clarke-observed in his "Local Government of the United Kingdom":-

HIn the opinion of some, public ownership should be limited

■to cases where the evils of private enterprise .are serious,

and apparently cannot be remedied".

It is; felt however that this is perhaps an outmodedtand restrictive
view.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES' OF TRADING UNDERTAKINGS

15*.U, The advantages urged for "municipal. trading",, as- it' -used to be

called, include the .following: . ■■ . ..-"■■■

(a) -The service will be carried on for the public benefit even

if a loss is incurred^ and the benefits are likely to be more

widely and equally distributed than under private ownership.

(b) Since public benefit and convenience, rather than profit,

are the prime objectives, more attention will be devoted to . •■

research and experiment.

, (o) ;iny,.profits .go to. the-public purse, not to private pockets.

. . .: (d) Prices tend to-be fixed at "break-even" point. '
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■■ *■ -(e)- -Public- control', "in liaison with other local .authority

services, all under Government supervision, rules out mis

management.^ • ••'■■'■ ■

(f) The massive backing, of public revenues and enforced
taxation is there'in reserve., in, case of financial setbacks.

16. Naturally.,;, municipal trading has had .its opponents too.: The
objections.which, have been raised have included theses-

(a) Profit is a better spur to efficiency, than control by
committee's and bureaucracies,

(b) Efficiency may be atrophied by lack of competition.

(o) Local authorities may be so captivated by the glamour .and*..,

,-. , . reward of showy trading undertakings ("prestige expenditure") .. .

tha'% they neglect their real functions.

(a)- Many local authorities are too small to provide modern
:trading services.

(e) Heavy borrowings for trading purposes swamp the money
■:■': :"/■■:■■■.: >■■■market. - " ■■" " ■ ■■' .

17- These arguments may be thought to contain a modicum of-truth,■ a ■ ■

modicum of exaggeration, and-a modicum of wishful thinking, on both'sides,'

in varying degrees. Somefhave been exploded with:the" passage of time; for

instance, experience in the older countries suggests that local authority

undertakings can and do operate at the same,pitch.of efficiency as

comparable private enterprises. , ...... ...

STRUCTURE 'Off -LOCAL AUTHORITY TRAPIKG

18. -Trading.undertakings tend tb be found mainly, in urban.areas, since

the urban-authority has a much more compact (and as'a rule more affluent)

population? moreover, only the urban authority can usually provide the

requisite skilled..staff for such, undertakings. Services which by their

nature are provided at one point only (such-as theatres, sports stadiums,

and swimming baths) can clearly only survive if there is a sufficient
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"clientele" within easy reach. Some services which can- be broken down

into' small units (for" instance", smallholdings, caravan sites, markets)

will'however be found'in quite small centres of population? others

(such as water, electricity', and transport), while usually based on .. ■

some urban centre, can frequently serve the surrounding countryside

within certain limits. * .■■•■'

19. One solution to the problem of providing such services in a rural

area is4to make use of joint action, two or .more authorities in the area

combining to provide a,service for the whole district. The form of com

bination may be a loose partnership, each authority nominating members

to a joint committee, and having a say in the activities, decisions, and

finances of that committee, just as it has in the case of its own

committees. Losses or profits on'the undertaking are shared in agreed

proportions between the constituent authorities.' Services which have

been successfully established by joint action in this way include

cemeteries and crematoria, ferries and river tunnels9 public transport, ■

and airports.

20. Another variation is the "agency" (or "bulk-.supply") system, which

is especially suitable for water and electricity supply. The authority

providing"'the service makes it available to the citizens of neighbouring

authorities by financial arrangement with those authorities, by charging

a bulk supply rate, and leaving it to the other authority"to collect from

individual consumers, and to retain any surplus. If the shared service

is subsidised, obviously either the other authority will have to con

tribute to/the deficits or its citizens will have to be charged at "non-

members" rate. Any agreement for bulk'supply should provide for periodic

revision.of charges. This is a pitfall which has caused much chagrin when

overlooked. . ■ .

21. •, Alternatively, the combination may have autonomous powers9 and

take the form.of a joint board. The cpnstituent authorities may still

nominate members to represent their areas, but they have no further

powers 1 the board is independent, makes its own decisions9 and controls
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its own finances - and may indeed have power to precept, on the cons- ;;

tituent authorities for compulsory contributions towards any deficit.

22. It has been suggested that' joint committees', joint boards, and-- .

"ad hoc", corporations3 are. respectively one j two9' and. three, steps ■

removed from democratic control by the electors and.taxpayers.. The

tendency towards "ad hoc" corporations is however growing, particularly

'in the older countries, despite their history of strong local government.

This is the age of the "big unit" - as distances shrink, local under

takings become regional or nation-wide, the instruments of national '

policy. Is there still scope for local undertakings in the developing

countries?

APPLICATION OF TBAIOTG UNDERTAKINGS TO DEVELOPMENT

23t Development is an urgent aim :in Africa. It connotes_;a crash

programme of "catching up" in health, food, clothing, housing, education,

and-communications., and entails the fullest mobilisation of internal ■ .

resources. How can trading undertakings help? Or, to put it. in. -.....- =.-<:

colloquial terms: "Assume we set up a trading undertaking? it may pay

its way, or it may not. What good does it do?" '

24. In a previous paragraph, we examined the reasons for trading

undertakings, and their advantages and disadvantages, .Let us now.

consider their benefits, in the context of national development, social

and economic., A trading undertaking, properly run, cans

(a) tap spending power (even in a poor area) better than

taxation - a beer parlour can usually collect money more easily.

than the graduated tax collector? ■■.■"-■■. . ■ ■.■■■■

(b) mobilise local savings (e.g. municipal banks, electricity

bonds) though this may trespass on central government preserves;

(c) attract'residents, visitors, and industry (e.g. transport :

■services, water,' caravan sites, entertainments, tourist '

attractions)5
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(d) provide employment^ .. .

(e) produce a profit to reduce taxations

(f) /-stimulate: trade (e.g. markets, slaughterhouses, trading
es..tatesj :-- ."':■■ ■•.:.-'. . ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ->-■ -

(g) turn waste into revenue (e.g. Isy-products factories,
.va&uum tanker service )| " '; ■ :" ' ; ' ■■ ■ ■

(h)-facilitate-self-help (e.g. smallholdings,■-provision of

:.. -.-. > (i) regulate chaos (e.g."parking meters)5

(j) relieve need (e.g. midday meals service for lower-paid

■workers); .

(k) take young people off the streets (e.g. swimming baths,
entertainments)5

(l) expedite communications (e.g. ferries);

"(m) iMprove health (water, trade refuse coUeotion, mosquito
control "by gardening services);

(n) stimulate, interest, and educate councillors in "running,
a business".

25. Even if it does none of these things, it may at least produce .the

sati:sfa6ti6ri of providing a rauch-needed (or improved,), service for peoplf-.

willing to pay for it (for example, a small animals clinic for domestic■

pets). In this connection, the 'capital city of. at least one. country. '

represented here does not possess one swimming pool available to the

genera^,public - here is room for .municipal.enterprise.

26. ■ The "revolution of rising expectations11 in newly-independ©nt: . £: .

countries can "fee met, not only in the field of education and, health,. >ut-.

also in the field of optional services provided by lopal authorities, ;.■■■.■ :

Optional services may also go some way towards correcting the serious • •

imbalance beiween the resources of such authorities and the calls on ......

those resources for more urgent needs. ' . '. ' : .';
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CMTHAL GOVERNMENT'S ?AHT ■-;■..

27. The central government can play a .part in stimulating, assisting

and 6ontr6liing"trading undertakings of local authorities. In the legal

system of many countries? a.local authority, as a -corporate body, will

not be able to engage in any activities unless these are specifically

authorised or required by statute. Clearly,, in a developing society,

there'will be few undertakings which can be entrusted to all authorities,

or even all authorities of.a.given type|. some, kind of individual enabling

power is needed. . . . ..-...;

28. One way of providing for this is by using "model legislation"

(or, -.as they were caile-d in the early days of public enterprises in the

United Kingdom, "Clauses Acts"). The statute is drawn up in comprehensive

detail but has no effect as regards any local authority un.til the

responsible Minister applies it to that authority by Order. The Order

may apply the various sections of the statute, either selectively or

without exception,' to a particular authority,

29. Assistance may be required from the central government, and it is

felt thafthe-forms such assistance may take are well-known, since they

a»a "applicable to local government generally, including loans, training,

teqfrnrcal- assistance by secondment or otherwise, model regulations and

standing"'orders, and-other methods.

30. As far as financial-assistance is concerned, the accepted prin

ciple is that grants should not be made towards services whic& can or

should"be-self-supporting, but loans may properly be made available,

even-tat concessionary rates of interest. In the case of an essential

servioey .'however, such as water supply, it is possible that the initial

outlays-may be'sucii that merely to lend the necessary capital may impose..-.

a crushing burden1 on an inexperienced authority'struggling to get an

unfamiliar undertaking on its feetf there may bo grounds for an

outright capital grant, either in cash or by transfer of assets. In
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such a case, the authority is relieved of the "burden of loan charges,

but might be required to set aside the equivalent of loan charges to

reserve. Thus the undertaking will still /be self-supporting, economically,

"but without having to strip its liquid assets to pay external loan charges;

and at the same time it will provide eventual replacement finance.. This

is dealt with later, under "Capital Finance",

31. Control of local: authority trading services is perhaps even more

necessary than it is for general services of local government bodies.

This is dealt with in..the following section.

CONTROL OP TRADING UNDERTAKINGS

32. Some measure of central control is desirable for the. following

reasonss

(a) to maintain a fair distribution ,of.financial burden

between consumers and taxpayers; . ...

(b) to ensure a satisfactory standard of services

(c) to prevent-abuses (e6g., of monopoly powers)%

: (d) to ensure public accountability?

(e) to ensure compliance with national policies $'

(f) to control .access to the capital market3

(g) to ensure that mandatory functions are not prejudiced?

(h) to ensure' that the authority has adequate enforcement ■ .

powers. ■ '

33. The mainspring of this supervision is of course the enabling..-;.

statute, which will contain many of the detailed controls and provisions

for their enforcement (insofaf'as they are not already applicable to ■—■■

local authorities under general legislation). Typical control clauses

may include: ■ ' ' '■■■'•

(a)" conferment of monopoly powers, subject to safeguards;

(b) power to require joint action^

(c) control of borrowing;
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(d) approval of budgets5

(e) fixation of maximum charges and control of

tariffs generally1

(f), accounts and audit;

(g) control of appropriation of revenues and

reserve funds;

(h) power to order closure if losses incurred

continuously" % '■ ' ' .-.'■'■■

(i) approval of appointments and staff conditions;

(j) power of surcharge for losses and negligence %

(k) liability for income taxes., customs duties^ etc.; ■■■■

-:-' ■ (l) ! provision for appeals by consumers;

(m) inspection and testing.

Some of these matters are dealt with in more technical detail

in later paragraphs. ■ =

34* In addition, there will be the usual "internal" controls —

standing orders, powers of the committee responsible for the undertaking,

purchasing and stores procedures, and accounting and internal audit

under the control of-the Chief Financial Officer. -

35* .- An important "external" control for a large undertaking may be

some kind of consultative committee on which members of the public are

represented, to consider complaints and suggestions for improvement of

service.. ■ , ■ • ■ ■ ■ . . ....

"POLICY CONSIDERATIONS - ESTABLISHING AH mPERTAKIHG ' " " -

36, . .. Ho experienced business man or private enterprise firm would

embark on any major project without first investigating it thoroughlys

both in the immediate and the long-term aspects,. Such an examination

might well be based on some quantitative economic calculation such as

the "discounted revenues" method, or the "pay—back period" formula.

Precise calculations of this nature are however not usually adaptable
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to local authority trading services, nor are--suoh services subject,

to quite. .the same degree, to the criterion of profitability; never

theless, the fullest, preliminary -review .should be made, if only because

it is.public money,.held in trust by the authority, which will be at

risk.in.case of;losses. . . .

37. The basic questions which must be asked are, clearlys Should

it be. done? If so, _can it be done?

38.- -Among the matters which must be considered in order to decide

■these- two deceptively simple questions, one might list the followiag,-

(a) Is there a public demand tor the service :(even; a latent
one)?

(b) Is private enterprise not providing the service, or

.. providing d-fc inefficiently, or at too high a price?

■to-) Can. the desired result be obtained hy other me-thods ■

(e.g., statutory control of private enterprise)? ■' ■ ■ ■

(d) Do statutory powers exist to provide the-service? Is a
monopoly required?

(e) If the service is undertaken, will the demand for it ■■

permit continuance, or entail expansion? .. . ;.

(f) .Will private enterprise afterwards "under-cut"... the. .
public undertaking?

(g) Kill the cost be covered by charges.,at:-a leyel wikinJ". .
; the reach of the clientele.aimed at? If not, are there

..social and economic grounds which would, justify a subsidy?

(h) What capital outly is entailed?. Is loan.finance avail- ,
able and at what post? Will it also" be. available when, the ■

initial loans are repaid? Are suitable buildings, or equipment

already in existence, and if so, will they be made available?

Is there any likelihood of a gift from substantial citizens
"■or organisations? '" .■■ -.

(1) Is the necessary skilled staff available somewhere?
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... ,.(j) .H'OW.;;lpng-: before -revenue .-'begins to- flow in? ' '

_. ..,.,.■ (k) ■ I)o resources- exist."to -.-f inance- thedelays in receipt '

of revenue 9 or .■■fc_Q..-finan-.ce outright failiire? "■■'"' ; ' " '

,(l) If. there- -is._,the slightest risk: of a loss:, would the

money be better employed elsewhere? Even more- important/-- "'■

t is there a risk that essential services may "be prejudiced?

■■-■...■■"■■■■ (in) Is there scope for- combined action, either with other

public bodies, or with private enterprise?

(n) Is excess capacity required3 to cope with peak .demand?"

; " ' (o) Gould a slight increase in demand entail a disproportion-

' - * ate expansion? For example, there is a point when one more

;.- .■- ■' consumer could mean building 'a new wateiworks.

39» In .addition to these considerations,.; there will be innumerable

decisions of. .a- technical nature which need to' be made - equipment,

supplies9 maintenance> insurance? inspection-and testing, and whatever

else may be aj^ropriate to the- type of undertaking;' ■ -

40, ... The .foregoing should be sufficient to convince those responsible

for decisions3 that the larger the undertaking contemplated, the less

room there' is-for risk-taking;"" It is probably true to say that if an

authority runs its general services badly, it will run a trading enter

prise twice as badlyv'

41. -^trading undertaking requires' staff of the same integrity as

other public officers,-but with'the added virtue of technical "lmow~

how*?, 'and. ar''dash"of^the competitive spirits The latter may be stimulated

by letting it be known that continuation of the undertaking, and thus

continued employment-of the: staff, depends on satisfactory trading

results. ■■"■ ■ " ' i:" ' '' '

42, ''■"' As regards technical staff, obviously these must be capable

of dealing with any contingency which may arise. A waterworks syper-

visor who carino:t'deal'with a burst main is clearly to be avoided. A
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museum must have a curator, a liquor undertaking must have a brewer,

a swimming pool lifesavers and attendants? these obvious requirements

need no stressing,, What may be overlooked, however, is the need for

relief and replacement staff, On-the-job training will help,, but a

small undertaking may suffer if the only skilled man goes on a course.

A small animals clinic, for example, which has to close because the

only veterinary surgeon obtains another appointment, leaves idle capital

locked up in the clinic, and wasted expense on rent and rates, besides

being vexatious to the public. If expatriates are recruited, training

of understudies must be a first priority,

43. ' Working conditions may be somewhat different from normal services

- shiftwork, piecework, and bonus payments may be called for.'

44• Skilled accounting staff are especially valuable; there is

much more expertise called for in trading undertaking finance than there

is' in, say, merely keeping a votebook or preparing abstracts of receipts.

Financial security calls for an internal audit section, and also a well-

devised system of "internal check" since income may arise in so many

unusual ways, "Internal check" means arranging duties so that one

individual does not control the whole of any transaction from start to

finish, and so that one officer's work automatically helps' to check'

another's work. A simple everyday example is the cinema9 where the

cashier takes the money and issues tickets, and an usher cancels the

ticket in the course of showing the patron to his seat; working alone,

either could collect money on his own private account.

45- Mechanised accounting methods are eminently suitable to- trading

undertakings where there is a large volume of. repetitive works; it is :■

usually cheaper to employ one machine and operator, than (say) five

clerks. Political and social considerations may dictate, retaining the

clerks, but economic facts are facts, especially in business.- In some .

countries, however,'-wages may be so low that manual systems are,

inevitably cheaper than machines, ■ . .
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CAPITAL FUJTAjSTGE ■ . ; , '. : -.//■■ • ■•

46. Capital requirements to set up a trading undertaking may be a

vast sum in the case of a major undertaking such as wa'ter, transport,

housing, or electricity, or may on the other hand be negligible* Some

undertakings need capital all at- once5 others may be able to build up

by degrees. ' Sometimes the capital assets are already in existence -

perhaps in government ownership - and are transferred to the' local

authority as a going concern. If the authority has to buy the assets,

it will no doubt borrow to pay for "them* in which case the loan charges

will form part of the annual expenses, roughly equivalent to depreciation

over the .lifetime, of the..assets. The sources, of loan finance are outside

the scope of this paper. , . . ■ . .-

47, If the assets are. transferred to the authority as a gift, however,

it will distort the finances if nothing is charged in the accounts to

represent the gradual wearing-out of the capital equipments moreover,

there will be no money available for its replacement in due course. In

such a caaOj it is wise for there to be,, a statutory requirement that, in

the case of assets not financed from loan, the authority must set aside

annual .contributions to a Renewals Fund (on some simple basis, such as

dividing the.cost of each, asset by the number of years it is estimated

that itwill.be serviceable) 3 and, in the case of assets actually

handed over as gifts (including any initial cash grants) it may be

fitting that the authority should also set aside annually (say) 3$> of

their total value into a Capital Fund, which may be applied only in

developing the undertaking. This is a great advantage because it provides

capital resources later, when perhaps interest.rates are.high, or loan

moneys unobtainable*;: The Renewals Fund, contributions would th:us,. be

equivalent to "loan repayments", and the Capital Pund .contributions .

roughly.equal to -"loan interest", as if the authority had had to , .

borrow,- instead of receiving: its assets freej and to impose these. ,.

requirements is .a way of .enforcing the same kind of financial die- ■ ...

cipline that a private developer has to. observe-. ... . . : ■
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48, Many local authority undertakings alternatively have a settled

policy of meeting capital expenditure from day-to-day revenue, up to

a fixed amount each year* 'This helps to avoid interest burdens - if

£100 is borrowed for 20 years at 6 per cent, the total amount paid to

the lender is, not £100, but £174| for 40 years, £2665 and for 6b

years, &37X-. ..It also helps to stabilise .the annual charge for small-..,,

scale outlay, just as borrowing does5.but at less cost. Inflation,.on

the other hand, makes borrowing more economic than "pay-as-you-go", in

. the long run, .-.■..

49- Where money has to be borrowed to create the undertaking, it

may be desirable to permit the suspension of loan charges for the first

(say) five years, until the undertaking becomes viable, The unpaid

interest is added to the capital sum for the purpose of subsequent loan

charges.

WORKING CAPITAL ;.

50. Besides capital to set up the undertaking, "working capital"

will be needed as' a "cushion" or margin to cover those periods of the

year when expenses are going out more quickly than receipts are coming

in, and also to finance stores holdings. Consider the following balance

sheets . . ■ ■

Current Liabilities £ Assets £

Sundry Creditors 30,000 Book debts . 10,000

Stocks & Stores 50,000

Accumulated Surplus 50,000 Cash in hand 20,000

£80,000 . . £80,000

At first sight, the working capital position is quite sound; there is.

a surplus of £50,000 - or, to put It another way, the .undertaking's

current^ assets exceed its current liabilities by the same comfortable

margin of £50,000o Yet,, on closer examination, the undertaking, is.

practically insolvent| i^ cannot pay its creditors, since it has only
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£20,000 in cash against outstanding bills of £30,000. Even if it

collected in all moneys due from its debtors (£10,000), it would still

have barely enough to pay its bills; the only remaining asset would be

stocks of materials, which are not much use for paying wages.and

salaries at the month end.'

51." ■ The'provision of adequate working capital has therefore a high

priority? and unless the undertaking is given some kind of loan or out

right grant to start it off, it can do this only by building up a

sufficient accumulation of profit on its Revenue Account (or, alternatively

it could rely on bank overdrafts, which are not to be recommended as a

general rule). In simple terms, it must spend less than it earns. The

amount to be aimed at, as a "target for safety", can be calculated on.

the following lines, using our imaginary undertaking above.as an example:-

£■

Cash required at all times 18,000

(say, !§• months' routine payments) . . _.

Stores holdings (maximum) 55,000

Debts receivable (at maximum reached, during year) 12,000

■■■:■. 85,000

■ - LESS .Current liabilities of. undertaking (at low-eat) 20,000

WORKING CAPITAL.REQUIRED: " . £6 5,000

The undertaking would thus have to economise on day-to-day spending, or

raise its charges, until its accumulated 'profit' on Revenue Account has

risen from £5QjOOO to £65sOOO, The only other alternatives are to reduce

its stores holdings, squeeze its debtors a-little harder, or make its

creditors'wait longer*'

52." If the undertaking," or the authority as a whole, has reserve

funds which are not immediately required for, say, capital expansion,

these can heip to provide the desired margin of cash, to the extent

they are not required to be invested in securities. Alternatively, it
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may be convenient., and cheaper, to invest them .internally. a& an

alternative to raising expensive external.loans. ...

PRICING CONSIDERATIONS ■ :' ■■ '

53. What prices shall a trading undertaking charge for its services,

and isr:there neeci for statutory control?- . '

54. Taking the second point first,, it,is submitted that, in general,

statutory control of prices is undesirable exoept where, for examples- :

(a) there is a. monopoly of an :ess-entiai service1,1 to prevent

uncontrolled overcharging! . . :

or (b) the service is enjoyed by comparatively few people., to

- i - ■ -■ ■ prevent subsidising..the few at the expense of the many;. ...

ot (c) the service competes with private enterprise, to prevent

its being^continued at a loss (see below), . ./:■-.

55. . .;■ The considerations which-govern the level at which an undertaking

shall-fix ..its/charges, orthe structure of its tariff, are infinitely

variable,■depending on individual circumstances. Only some general

.principles-".can-be set out here, as bel6w0 ..' ' '■;'

(a) Broadly speaking, prices should be fixed.at a "commercial

.level - i.e., at.the level which private enterprise would charge

1'noi; having monopoly powers, . . ;,. .

(b)^ Obviously .prices should be sufficient to cover,.costs; in

— "the".absence'of special considerations (see (c) below)$ all

" too often this will, be the one and only ..yardstick -..many old-

established undertakings in developed countries, have,to struggle

.■ to baiance rising costs against falling demand,,and fix prices

accordingly..'" ■ ■ ■

Co) There may be social, or economic reas.pns for:- .

, ;- ■; (i).: stimulating the-use of th.e undertaking "by charging

.. .. , . less .than cost (e.g. smallholdings)^ or, less

: .- ".frequently, ■ ". ' ■. ■ . ■■ ■. ■:-. • ■ -. ■
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,, . ;(ii};:; discouraging its use by high prices (e.g., parking "

meters, liquor sales) up' to 'the maximum point which" the"

market will bear? obviously, this is easier where mono-.- -

poly powers exist,' : ' " ■ ■ -■-■--■■ - ■■■•

Similarly there may be scope.for discriminatory rates of charge

as between different classes of consumer - e.g., higher charges

..to commercial-consumers, lower charges to 'children and' aged

f people. >■; It should, be remembered however : that the relief of ' "l''' '

poverty is not the function of a trading undertaking. ■ ■

(d) Where the undertaking is a quasi-monopo^y/'prices; -may be

.; fixed .3ust-below the■cost of the alternative. Thus, for example,

the f.e.e fox. using, a toll-bridge or ferry might be" just'less than

..it-would, cost the .-traveller to go the long way round by an alter

native route. ," •: ■ •

(e) If the undertaking is operating in the same field as private

'■concerns/prices must be competitive - if too high, little trade

-will be done, and if too low, and a loss results, ;the undertaking

;might be in th"e untenable position of undercutting its .competitors,

and then requiring those same' competitors to subsdise the loss

>.through^ their local taxes, - ■ : !"

^f.):.. There may.be. scope:for."postailsation" - i;e;, charging one

fixed fee regardless of benefit,■like many postal services"j for

example,,.in:.some public'.transport organisation passengers'can

travel.any distance,(within certain■limits)'for a fixed fare.

(g) ..Some undertakings have heavy "standing expenses"- for

,_instance,, a water undertaking has to- maintain a costly system

.,of reservoirs,, pumps ,:. and -mains, whether it sells alot of water

or a little. In such cases, a two-part tariff is ■"indicated! a

fixed charge., (regardless of consumption), plus a smaller variable

charge^per unit consumed?; or p,ossibly a .heavy .charge" per unit

for the initial consumption, tapering^.off to, lower ra-fces for

excess consumpkoni or perhaps a system of minimum charges to
all consumers.
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(h) Pricing policy may "be dictated bu she arbitrary con

siderations as the denomination of coins in circulation ;

(e.g.3 for cash sales of water by the bucket, or parking'
meters). ■ . . ■ . .

(i) Substantial income may. arise from what one might call

"side-lines" -retail sales of (for example), fittings or petrol,

either direct, or by leasing concessions! catering rights'^

advertising rights^ vending machines; rents and wayleaves;

(j) Some undertakings lend themselves to the invitation of
tenders,

(k) Peak, demand and "off season" .demand have to be taken'into
account.

Pricing policy may progress by stages. Ursula Hicks, in her book

"Development, from Below" points ■ out that even services provided as a"

basic public necessity can -be embellished, making them more attractive

and useful to the community,

"Thus markets can be continually improved, graduating from

wooden stalls (or no stalls at all) and thatched roofs; to, •

cement slabs and .solid roofs with possible additions to look-up

shop.ss- public conveniences, and .snack-bars, A lorry park can -

be laid out conveniently for the market and 'provided with repair

. , and vulcanizing shops. The whole, set-up-can:be sited (dr re- .

. . sited) jusit off the.through road so as.to.clear communicationsV

an excellent example exists at OapeCoasLt5 Ghana, For'

installations such as theses substantial charges can be made".

56' -,.. .: Ttf0 ty£es of fading .service merit more detailed consideration'
of pricing policies -water., and municipal-estates (including indus'trial

estates.and residential housing). In addition, a brief note is added

on electricity to^complete the survey of the three-major services,

although electricity has become more and more a "national" service.
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Water ... . . ......

57. . Water, may of course be supplied wholly by meter (subject to a

minimum-.charge per household);.. or it may be-financed by.a property tax

or rate, levied on premises supplied (with perhaps a"smaller charge

on all...pther. premises also., to to-over fire-and public health protection).

..Where a water rate is levied,, the water authority may alsd .have the

power to meter individual supplies, so that consumers who are believed

to use more, water, than, is .covered by the rate they pay, should be

charged for the .excess5 in-other words, the authority has the best of

both worlds. Other methods exist, such as charging by "a formula based

on occupants, fittings, floor area, or otherwise, apar't. from "miscel

laneous charges for hydrants, hosepipes, and meter rent's.' Using the

property rate as a basis, .frequent revaluations are most essentialj :

otherwise the most glaring. anomalies can arise between individual- -■i";r

consumers'" charges with the passage, of time* : .-■--. . . ■■ .

58. Universal metering is the subject of'some controversy. Its

supporters suggest- that, its powerful waste-preventive effect releases

money for development-and. at-the same-time postpones the need for

expansion^ while, its opponents argue that it is/costly,' both.in

installation, and upkeep, tha-t charging is; difficult where multiple

tenancies, exist in a.building, and that "rationing by price" is not

appropriate for sanitary-reasons*. Much depends on the 'ratio of'fixed

expenses-of the. under-taking to-.variable expenses (i.e., the'marginal

cost of the -actual water pumped), - . ./ ■"■ • '

59.' ' In some areas, water authorities may have a legal duty to supply

aW_. applicant,, but with power to demand a:contribution from ; the con-

sumer or .-developer where supply Is- uneconomic.-^In other areas,'it may "

not be possible to impose th-e: ■■general duty: of supply;'■'' it may only '" '

be possib^e.^Q provide that th_& Authority ma^ supply iny applicant,

and may .re.qui,re..a contribution ^or guarantee* ■■"■J : :- ■" ' ''*' : ' ''
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60.. Problems facing water authorities in meeting demands for new

mains include, the following:-

(a) In new urban development, mains'must be laid in advance i.e.,

■.the income ■ always- lags behind the1 outlays "but the' authority' dare

■ . - ■■ not;, cater too far ahead of demand, since if a main is too big,

water stagnates in the pipes* ■

(b) In outlying areas, unanimous petitions may be received .

for a supply, followed by a negligible response when the supply

is-actually made available0 ■■ '"■■ ■ ■ ■-.■''•'■' '■ '-"['

(c) Growing cost of supply,, and-.increased difficulty in recover

ing charges, as the supply extends to. fringe areas-. '.

(d) The heavy initial cost of connections is a deterrent, if

payable by the consumer. ...,-. . . ■.

(e) Unmetered consumers may illegally re-sell water to neighbours*

prejudicing the authority's revenues, and 'removing the incentive

, for the neighbours to take., a. supply officially. -. ■ ■■"

Unauthorised sub-connections, ■. ■ ■■.-.■.'

Problems (a) and (b) can only be minimised by accurate forward gauging

of demands'i (d.) by some form of concessionary rebate? (e) and (f)

by an efficient inspectorate, coupled with metering of suspected offenders,

The economics of fringe-area supply are unavoidable in.a. public service.

and somV.element of subsidy of the peri-urban consumer by .the centre-

city consumer may'be quite justifiable.

6l.... A United Kingdom Committee on water charges put forward certain

general principles including''the following;- ';

(a) Water should be charged as far as possible by quantity, but, . ,

metering of domestic supplies is not recommended, except at the

option of the consumer." . ..

■ (b) The purpose of use should .not affect the price paid,- and

one class of consumer should not subsidise another*
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(c) Water undertakers should cover their■expenditure by
charges3 without subsidy.

It should.be. remembered however that these relate to a country with

abundant rainfall, a compact population, and no poverty as it exists

in Afrioaj and; moreover a country.where practically: the whole population

has access to piped water. ' "•■-.■■-..

Estates

62. Estates undertakings may be classified under four headingsj-

\a) -industrial and commercial estates;

(b) "economic" housing;

(c) "subsidised" housing;

(d) "owner-occupied" housing.

Industrial and commercial estates ■ ■. . ■ ■. ■

63. Charges to commercial and industrial users (apart from outright

sales of sites) may comprise premia and/or rents, Sometimes sites will

be developed by the authority, and rented to commercial users; . sometimes

the user will rent a vacant site and arrange his own development. - The .

latter method gives a more, immediate return on the capital cost of. land

and services (roads, sewers etc.), but the former is.more remunerative

in the long run, since it enables ..charges -to be reviewed more easily-

from time to time. It may, on the other hand, pay handsomely to offer ■- ' ■■

concessionary initial rents to encourage commercial enterprises to

"immigrate".- If there-is anticipated substantial industrial immigration'

to the area, housing for the workers will be needed concomitantly..

Economic housing'

64. Rents charged should cover the cost, including the annual ■■

equivalent of all capital costs (land, buildings,, and ancillary services),

together with interest on the .capital invested, rates and water charges

(where these are not levied separately), repairs provision, and manage

ment expenses. Repairs provision should be calculated as a fixed
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contribution-.to .a:repairs fund'which1 accumulates during the

early life of the building, and is available to'meeVthe increasing

drain for repairs as it grows older. Some authorities.operate "rent

hoii'day" sche'iries, whereby the full annual cost is spread over only (say)

11 monthly rent instalments, the 12th month being "free" to tenants, up.

to date with their' rent payments. Those in arrear pay a 12th.instalment -

in effect, an additional penalty. ': Authorities with numerous houses of

which-the1- individual economic rents might differ widely, because of:.

differences:in date of construction, site costs, or otherwise, some

times "pool" all costs and apportion the rents on a uniform basis over.:

all houses, slight variations up or down being made to reflect the greater

or lesser "amenity value*1, of one house compared with another. Such

PP-pling.'can^alsp help; -to spread the rising cost of expansion, (i.e.

where .each-new-site tends to cost.more than the last one be'cause of

(i) ,infla:ti.ph (ii) scarcity (iii) dearer servicing or (iv) the mere

faojt. -that the authority wants.it, or is developing towards it).

Subsidised housing ■ ■. , ■-..■"'.

65. Housing/provided/for those who-are-unable tcf obtain or to

afford houses'at- competitive .rentals is -'usually- subsidised.' If we

assume-that a fixed-state subsidy, or even- a subsidy from the local

authority-(:s. own funds-,- (if. its amount is'restricted to ascertain

"ceiling") 4,s made-available in reduction of rents, then the balanoe

of cost has to be covered, by income? and to this extent, the housing

project -is;».-,trading undertaking, and the-same considerations take

effec.t:as for '■'econo&ic" housing. : ■.-■.--

66* ,".■ - Where : there are wide differences in. the financial resources

of tenants, a differential rents scheme, may ..be possible, those who can

afford to do so paying the full economic rent, so that the subsidy is,

so to speak, concentrated where it is most needed. Differential rent

sohemes are however, highly sophisticated, and are not recommended for

any but the most advanced authorities, since they entail considerable
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investigation, into, tenants' meanss and may'not-be suitable for the ::

class of tenants catered for.in Africa. . -: ■

61i " The subject of housing subsidies calls for a little.constructive

thought. In developed and developing countries alike, policy on- this ; ■

matter tends -to be'swayed by emotional considerations. .- -The idea.that

if a citizen is unable^ to afford a house suitable to. his needs, he .

should be helped from public'funds, is perhaps difficult; to challenge .

at first sights Hut on closer examination,, other considerations-become'

apparent* "It will suffice to set'out some of them below, to show . tha.t..

this subject can-be most controversial, ';...- .-..■. . . ..'.

■ (a) \ I?,the subsidy-is to be financed by charging higher rents

to other tenants, it follows that the latter are paying inflated

rates. If private houses are not plentiful, there is" scope for

,.v. overcharging them^-but if private accommodation-is available ' '

at^ reasonable-rents there will be an inducement- for the tenants'

to move into that accommodation, leaving the authority with

unlettable houses. In any case, is it fair that: one small ';;: "

. group qf,people should subsidise another group?

(b). If the subsidy is .borne by the.local authority's general

;,funds, .the...burden .is more widely dispersed*', but the relief of; '•'''

, poverty .,by housing subsidies is'hardly a municipal function.

f Some of its. taxpayers may have to go without'necessities to : ■

. • pay the taxes to house the-fortunate-few.- " ■ -" ■ ■

(o) If we accept that the. relief -of-1 poverty is a function of'1''

the State, then we come up against another'difficulty, parti-'

cularly in Africa. The citizen who is allotted subsidised

'accommodation will generally be the employed city-dweller with

"li- a regular w^ge. A substantial'part of the taxes out of which

the^subsidies are financed may however fall on the peasant

. ■ cultivator'who would be only too pleased if he'could get

■'■■ even the regular wage^^le'-t alone the modern'house as well,

''- at;ia- reduced-rent, ■ '' ■■■.....■■. -■■■■ ■■■ ■ ■■■■ .
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Owner-occupied housing . ■ • . • . ■ ■ . ■ ■ .-..'.

68. ■ This can'"be financed on a ground-lease basis, or by a system

of loans, 'the rate of interest charged being pitched higher than that '

that at which the1authority itself borrows to cover administrative ■
. . . .

overheads. Here again', it is advisable for such a scheme to be res

tricted to the larger'authorities, or even to a specialised agency.

"Building societies" function in some countries, but they tend to be'

selective in'their field of "investment", and there may be- scope for

local authority intervention outside that field* - '

Electricity '. . . . . ■ , ■ .. , ■■■■., ;■■.-■

69, The tariff basis of most electricity undertakings will obviously

be on units consumed. The heavy standing charges of many undertakings"

have to be recovered regardless of the quantity of current sold, and

this is ensured by a two-part tariff? the "fixed" part being charged

either in the form of a flat, charge, calculated by reference to the

premises supplied (e.g. on value, size, number of rooms) or by way of

a higher unit rate for the initial consumption in each period (which

unit rate may also be "weighted" to reflect the factors just mentioned

in relation to the premises supplied). As the consumption rises, the

marginal cost of supply decreases and is reflected in lower rates.

(in exceptional cases such as where the supply capacity was overloaded,

it might be desirable to reverse this9 with a rising rate of charge). _■■

These scales are appropriate to domestic supplies, other bases.being .

used for :non-domestic consumers — e.g., a uniform unit rate for the

whole consumption, a rate weighted according to the maximum demand ..

(expressed in kilovolt - amperes), rates varying by reference to the

voltage at the point of supply, and variations on the sliding scale ...;

method), . .. : .,

70. Unfortunately, the incidence of standing charges in the domestic

tariff.can have the effect of penalising the small consumers this is

of course because the cost of bringing the supply to any premises is
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not reduced merely because the consumer uses little- electricity.- In."

Africa, . there are many prospective consumers in the low-income groups , ...

who might welcome electricity. - not. as, their wealthier fellow.-citizens .

might, to ,heat water, cook food, work .innumerable .domestic appliances,',

and ,in. short provide all. the amenities of. a highly - sophisticated way

of life —-but merely to provide comparative essentials: lighting and.. ,

other modest household requirements, .The-two-part tariff, may however,:.'

make ■ this prohibitive., since, in effect the smallest consumer pays the,

highest overall rate; but arrangements can be:-made for an-economic

installation to be made available to such consumers, embodying a. current-

limiting device^ no metering or meter-reading is necessary, andthe-•-■-"■

consumer pays a modest.fixed-eharge per month, regardless of actual

energy consumed, ■ : ." . ■ .- ■ . ■ ■

71• Other commercial activities operated in connection with elec

tricity undertakings include assisted wiring schemes and sale of electric

appliances, both of which may be on deferred terms, instalments being

recovered by addition to the periodical bills for energy. Because of

the relative ease of transmission, bulk supply arrangements are more

frequent than in the case of (say) water undertakings.. In the United

Kingdom., for example, generation is carried out by a central authority,

and sold to area boards for distribution,

72.-' Xiegal provision may exist for applicants to be able to demand -

a supply as of right, subject to proximity of a main, and in certain

circumstances to payment of a contribution where the main is beyond a

fixed distance' from the premises0

SEPARATE ACCOUNTS; . ■ ' . ... ■ ■ - ... ;■■■■-.

73. A local authority should keep separate, or even self-contained

accounts for each of its trading undertakings, Without such a require

ment ? it is easy to. conceal a loss by, for example,.merging managerial

salaries with general establishment expenses relating to other services.
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The' contrary procedure is in fact to be1 recommended - namely, that the

undertaking's running expenses should include an appropriate share of

central administrative costs? the Finance Department's salaries and

office expenses5 for example. One might argue that as such expenses

have to he met whether there is a trading undertaking or not, the under

taking should not have to bear any part of them. There are'equally'■

potent arguments the other way; and without going too deeply into the

pros and cons, informed opinion supports an apportionment of such

expenses, if only "because a trading (and possibly competitive) enterprise

which has its administrative work done "free'1 is out of touch with

reality*

74- Subsidiary cost accounts are desirable showing separately the

expenses and income for various operations, This helps to control

tariffs and prices more closely, and to direct attention to unprofitable

sectors of the activities of the concern (e.g., transport routes-which-

do not pay their way, restaurant meals which cost more than they bring

in, unremunerative times of opening, and the like), Ho commercial

undertaking of any size could survive competition without such data at

its disposal. ■ ,

BUDGET

75- It is most desirable that annual revenue ("recurrent11), "budgets

should be prepared for a trading undertaking, well in advance of the

financial year. It may not he out of place here to re-state the

function of a budgets this is not merely to establish how the antici

pated revenues are to be allocated over various heads of expenditure,

nor is it, conversely, merely a list of anticipated expenses added up

to see whether any revision of tariffs is called for, A budget fulfils

these purposes, certainly, but its real function is far wider,

76. In essence, a budget is a statement showing what will be the

financial effect of implementing the planned programme of the management;
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hence, once it is approved, it becomes an instrument of control atJ air .

levels of management. This means that if eventually the "actual"

expenditure turns out. 'jo "be more than the "estimated", there is neel

foi1 something more positive than merely voting a supplementary estimate,

or looking for compensatory savings tinder some other headj and if the

"actual" turns out to ."be less than the estimate, something more positive

than suggestions as to how the "saving;i can "be spent. Enquiry into the

differences may show bad estimating, inefficient working,' or that the

management's policies are not being implemented as planned. It is very.

rare that a budget underspending represents, a true "saving",.

77* The revenue "budget should also show comparative figures of

actual income and- expenditure for the preceding year, the current yearfs

estimate, and the current year's probable expenditure,,.. Linked with this

revenue budget will be a ;:r/oital budge.t, showing proposed capital

expenditure and how it is to be financed ~ if from revenue,, this will,

affect the revenue budgets if from loan, the repayments.and interest

will likewise affect the revenue budgeto Such capital .outlay may in

turn entail.additional running expenses which nrust also be budgeted

for. The capital budget may advantageously be projected forward into

a three or five year capital programme,, bo that the management may see

where it is heading,,

78, , . The. revemie budget should be propared in such a manner that .,

the managing council or committee can see clearly the provision required

fors- .. . - , . ..

■ ■ -: ; .(a)" salariesj wages, and'porsonal emoluments?. .

(b) routine running expen^esj; ' . . .

■' (c) non-recurring or unusual .expenses (if merged with

routine expenses7 control is weakened)!

(d) loan charges (because these are "intractable" - i»eo,

they cannot be cut to effect economies)3

:::: ■ ;(&)■ -other appropriations and provisions (such as Renewals

Fund contributions);
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_ (f) . taxation (where the liability is substantial)|

(g) working capital .requirements; -: ' '

: and the income anticipated froms- . ...

(a) charges and fees receivable?

(>) grants and reimbursements?

(c) investment income; ■

(d) surplus of previous periods^

' '. / (e) application of reserves.

All these amounts-would be suitably classified and sub-divided under

suoh headings as. may be appropriate, with supporting statistics of

personnel employed, scales of charges, and other helpful information. ' .

79. The accounting system should of course follow the same lines, and

will be subject to many of the same statutory. requirements,, as the

authority's other services. The following paragraph deals with another

aspect of the accounting system; it will ..have more force as. the under

taking is competitive, and less as it is a public service, .intended to

be provided" at all costs.

SYSTEM OF ACCOTOFCTG - "INCOME AID EXPENDITURE" BASIS " '

80. ■ A story is related of a newly-married housewife who proudly

proclaimed to her husband that she had saved a considerable sum from

the first month's house-keeping allowance. When asked how she had

managed this, she replied! "It was quite.easy - I didn't pay the '

rent". Translating this into accountancy terms, it is clear to see

that, by basing her accounts on "payments'; (i.e.-what she has paid out)

rather than "expenditure" (i.e. what she should have paid out) she has

arrived at' a wholly fictitious and incorrect figure :of "surplus".

8l# Unfortunately, many local authorities keep their accounts on

this same simple "cash receipts and payments" basis. Income is brought

into account only when it is collected (not as it is earned). As with
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the housewife,, this can give distorted and misleading results,'"because

not all the income collected in any given year may'really belong to that

year - it may include arrears relating to the previous year, and payments

in advance for the next year. The same' considerations apply to expenditure.

Over a long period, however, the distortion cancels out, and for ordinary

local government services of small authorities, this system of accounting

is probably tolerable, even if not recommended for the mature authority.

82. In a trading undertaking, however, such a system is most undesirable.
It is essential to know the true trading results for a financial period,

and that can : be. achieved only by comparing what income has' been earned'

by the.operations of the period (regardless of whether that income has

all been collected, in,, as yet) with the cost of earning that income' '" '

(irrespective of whether all the bills have been paid yet.) The "receipts
and. payments" system cannot give this information - in fact, it is

abundantly easy for.an unscrupulous management to convert a loss into a .

profit, merely by holding back payment of a batch of invoices until after

the financial year-end. Similarly, a loss could be "manufactured" e.g..to

attract grant aid, The only method of account-keeping permissible for a

trading undertaking is the "income and expenditure" basis, operated by

trained finance staff. If the undertaking is really, running at a loss, V.

this must be ascertained and corrected now, not in two or three years'

time, when -it is -no .longer possible to'blame an accumulating deficit
on slow-paying customers.- '

APPLICATION OF REVENUE AND SURPLUSES ■- . ■ ■ ' '

83. If a trading undertaking makes'a profit, should that profit be
transferred to. the authority^ general'fund, to reduce the burden of '

rates and taxes? (Strictly speaking, we should call it a "surplus"

rather tha?i "profits" in a .public service, but the latter is not wholly'

inappropriate to trading undertakings). .Those who say. it should be so .:

transferred base their contention on the following arguments!-
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(a) The citizens will have to meet a-ny_iossesy" so it is '

■ only fair that they should take any profits» ' '

(b) Such profits may "be viewed as a reward for the support ■

1 of "common services" (i(e,, the authority's general admihis- ':"

■ trative services, central workshops, supply organisation, loan-

raising facilities, and other background help) though1this will

■ not1apply where'these services have been charged to the under

taking by apportionment (see "Separate 'Accounts'* above),

(o) Reduction of local taxes or rates ia a prime objective,

since this helps to attract industry and increase development.

84.. Against this, it is argued thats- ■ ' - ■'■' -'■""'-"

(a) The main objective of a trading undertaking is maximum

service at minimum prices| therefore profits should be

applied in improving the first, or reducing the second,

(b)- Profit-stripping weakens the:undertaking's stability

-.- -. . and impedes its expansion. . - . :

(c) Transfer of profits may induce a deliberate...policy of

profit-making by the authority, so that the .burden, of general

.: ___ public services moves imperceptibly (,and unfairly) on.to the

,; ■ , shoulders of the. trading undertaking's customers,-.the .taxpaying

(and voting) citizens being artificially subsidised,, even for

-: . general services0 ■■• . ......

, (d) .If large profits are attempted there.is.a danger of under-

usage0 ... , . : . .

65."1-.- Obviously the merit jOf^these contentions depends largely on the

type of undertaking, If it is.a monopoly of :an . essential service, .

clearly-there are grounds for using profits to.-reduce-charges-or, to. .

improve or expand, the service,, Similarly, if the profits spring ■■ ..

from an unusually successful year, it will be prudent ..to retain them..,. .

in reserve against possible,-losses next year, rather.-, than have ,.a

transfer in aid of rates this year, followed by a compensating
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deficit ;to be made ,good out of the rates next year (or worse, an

increase in charges). :On the other hand, if the undertaking is a

commercial enterprise, charging what the market will bear, there can

be no;objection to skimming off the profits - after all, the citizens

deserve a reward for "risk capital" - provided that all necessary

provisions and appropriations are first set aside, .Differences of

opinion will arise, even between the committee controlling the under

taking and the council of .which it is.part«

86. In practice, it is probable that no very large problem may exist,

for most trading undertakings. On the other hand, the exceptional

undertaking may make a substantial surplus5 the Lusaka (Zambia) council

liquor enterprise is in this fortunate position. In such cases, there

fore, it may be desirable to lay down priorities by statute, possibly

on the following liness-

Revenue income shall be applied in the following order:

(a) in meeting debt charges and running expenses {and special

fund contributions where appropriate)5

(b) in providing working capital^

■■■ (c) in setting aside a reserve fund not exceeding £. (or,

■■ '■'■ say, 12j$ of the capital assets as shown in the' last previous

balance sheet); ■ ' ' :■

(d) as regards any residue, not more than (say) one half in

' " -: ■ aid of rates -and local taxes, and the balance in reduction of

trading charges.

88v It may be desirable to impose a limit on general reserves, since

there might be a tendency in prosperous undertakings to accumulate

reserves for their own sake, beyond the needs of financial prudence.

Subject to this, however^ there can usually not be much harm in

retaining surpluses within the undertaking; they can always be

applied to alternative uses at a future date.
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PUBLICITY

88. Well-designed publicity can stimulate interest, attraot

customers, and project a public image of what the undertaking hopes

to achieve. <Ehe citizens will respond more readily if they are given

the impression that they are "shareholders", so to speak, in a venture

which is designed tc further the public wellbeing. Adverse publicity

can retard an undertaking disastrously; suggestions that the authority

is "wasting the taxpayers' money on wildcat schemes" can inspire a sub

conscious resistance in many potential customero.

89. It follows, moreover, that if the citizens and inhabitants of
the local authority's area are in this sense the shareholders of the

undertaking, then just as a company is required to report its activities

and trading results to the shareholders, so should a local authority

keep its public informed. It could be required to publish an annual

report and abstract of accounts relating to its trading activities,

even if not already required to do so by general legislation. Such a

report might well be submitted to the appropriate Minister for inform
ation of the legislature,

OOflOLUSIOff

90. Small local projects have a much quicker reaction on the economy

than large scale national r.J«ots, and this paper has attempted to set

out some of the basic considerations which must be taken into account if

local authorities are to embark upon trading services as part of their

contribution to development; it has tried to illustrate some of the

pitfalls, some of the "musts", and some of the rewards which attach to

this sector of local government activities. In the older countries,

the needs of development stimulated the trading services of local

governments, and, in turn, the trading services helped to stimulate

further development. This may prove equally true in the developing
countries of today.


